CONTEMPORARY NOVEL.
M13	LITERARY COMPANION
Pmclier Martin    1956    F    P
This novel chronicles the struggles of a drowned
sailor against Gods overwhelming love Made
like all men in God s image Martin is named
Christopher Alive he chose to pinch every
thing he could dead he refuses abnegation of
himself and therefore continues to exist in a
self made Hell on a rock he creates from the
memory of a decaying tooth Martin s struggles
for survival are heroic ghastly futile
rather superficial and at time? he appears unable
to treat his characters objectively he nevertheless
tells a good story and is skilled at evoking the
discomfort and squalor of life m the tropics In
his first two post war novels he failed to achieve
artistic resolution between his religious beliefs and
his feeling that life is a sordid struggle against
impossible odds but The Quiet American and Tltr
Comfdiani which have no overtly religious
themes are more successful
Free rail    19o9    F    P
Sammy Mountjoy retraces his hfe to discover
when he lost his innocent delight in life and its
beauty and how he regained this Containing
fine passages the novel is marred by the fact that
Sammy interprets the significance of events in
stead, of the interpretation being left to us
The Spire    1964    F
The narrative of this   Goldings masterpiece
centres on the building of the apire of Barchester
(Salisbury) Cathedral    The cathedral symbolises
three aspects of life    man suffering  crucified
man praying   erotic man.
Jocelyn the Dean believing himself divinely
appointed to build the spire presses for its com
pletion with ruthless disregard of the suffering and
death he causes His motives axe in fact mixed
and largely unconscious. Gradually he recognises
his hubris and the mixed motives behind his ob-
session realising his wicked folly Admitting on
his deathbed he knows nothing about God
Jocelyn is granted a vision of His glory and the
wonder of creation ae he gazes at the transfigured
spue
Tile Pyramid    1967    F
Set m Stillbourne a small Wiltshire town the
novel is superficially a tragi comedy of provincial
hfe (its central episode is very funny) but on a
deeper level The Pyramid is a searching exposure
of materialism
The novels central images are musical ones
Various tastes hi and ways of performing music
signify various kinds of love and modes of life
The title suggests the social pyramid on which the
townsfolk wish to rise and also a metronome to
whose rhythm that of a selfish class ridden
society they choose to move like robots
 L. P Hartley (b 1895)
Hartley is a professional novelist and craftsman
in the tradition of Jame= and Hawthorne the
latter his acknowledged master Like Haw
thorne s Hartley s themes are moral illuminated
by skilful use of symbolism In his best novels
his style is humorous and gently ironical but in
others he lapses into sentimental melodrama
Hartley seems at his happiest when writing of
children and adolescents a recurrent figure in his
work is the delicate overprotected hyperaen
sitive and introspective boy as in Eustace and
Hilda 1947 The Go Beiween 1953 The BncL
field 1964 (The heroes of The Boat 1950 (Co)
The Betrayal 1968 and Mv Sisters Keener 1970
are older lesa successful versions of the same
figure) Hartley is skilled m evoking the atmos
phere and scene of his characters env ronment
particularly when the latter is East Angiia in the
earlier years of the century Oxford or \eiuce
Of the fourteen novels he has published  the
latest is My Sisters Keei r 1970    The best are
The Eustace and Hilda trilogy—The f>hnmj> and
(he Anemone The Sixth Heaien Eustace and
Hilda F
The novel s theme ib symbolised m the opening
chapter when Eustace and Hilda playing- on the
beach at Anchoratone (Hunstanton) try to rescue a
half eaten shrimp from an anemone The former
is an image of the self sacrificing Eustace the
latter of his beautiful possessive sister The
effort to gualify for Hildas approval is the
ruling force in Eustace s life
Hartley presents his hero with sympathy and
humour The novel follows Eustace to Oxford
and Venice and ends with his return to Anchor
stone to the now paralysed Hilda Counter
pointing then- mutually destructive relationship is
the vital life of their sister Barbara and her
husband
 
Nadme Gordimer (b 1923)
The -writing of Nadme Gordimer a South
African Is banned in her own country She has
published four volumes of stories and five novels
The last of the novels AOtwstofHoncnir appeared
hi 1971 Nadine Gordimer is more successful as a
short story writer than as a novelist for she seems
to lack the power to develop character at any
length One 3s nevertheless compelled to admire
her brave and outspoken criticism of the callous
ness of the South African regime which, makes the
people of that country inhabitants of a World of
Strangers The latter is the title and theme of
her second novel
Graham Greene (b 1904)
Greene b beat work is The Power and (he fflory
1940 (P) Apart from the works he calls enter
tainments of which the latest Is Travels imffi My
Aunt 1969 Greene has published five novels
since the War They are The Heart of the Matter
1948 The End of the Affair 1951 The Quiet
American 1955 (all P) A Burnt-out Case 1961
The Comedians 1966 (P) All have settings of
topical interest war time London, the Congo
Vietnam, Haiti.
While Greene's work has been influenced by
the thriller and the film, his literary master is
Conrad and, although Greene s novels often seem
 The Go Between    P
The Innocent Leo staying with the rich family
of a school friend acts as a messenger between the
latter s sister and her farmer lover who like the
rest of the characters appear to hum godlike
A Perfect Woman    1955
Save for their children Isabel and Harold have
little in common She finds him dull but an
ardent reader of novels believes herself aware of
the dangers of indulging in romantic daydreams
Her boredom and dissatisfaction become clear
when the handsome novelist Alec enters their
lives after a chance meeting with Harold. Both
wish for Alec s approval and friendship and to
eether scheme to procure for him the barmaid of
the local pub
The voice of Isabel s conscience symbolised in
her son s shouts to his sister Janice so back!'
constantly interrupts her daydreams of Aleo and
the children s game with the don Famelta gives
symbolic warning of the dangers of their parents
wicked scheme
The full irony of Hartley's title becomes clear
at the end of the novel, when the publication of

